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C.

D.

1. Check to verify all parts.
    A.  (1) Large Plexi Marquee w/LED lights and controller
    B.  (2) Metal Mounting Brackets
    C.  (1) Metal Mounting Plate w/LED strip attached
    D.  Bag of Hardware:
                        At Least:  (10) #8-32 keps nuts
                                                                                (9) #8-32 machine black screws
                                         (9) black washers
                                        (4) #6 x ½” wood screws
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2.    Mount the 90° short side of metal brackets
       to the mounting plate using (2) #8 Keps nuts
       for each bracket.  Make sure the 90° long side
       of each metal mounting bracket faces the
       LED lights on the metal mounting plate.

3.    Position the Plexi Marquee in front of the metal
       mounting brackets; position and secure the       mounting brackets; position and secure the
       top hole on each side of the marquee to the
       top hole on the metal mounting brackets using
       #8 black machine screws with black washers on
        the front side face of the plexi. 
       

4.    Position and secure the marquee to the
              center hole  of the metal mounting plate using
       #8 black  machine  screw with a black washer.
       This will align  the other  6 mounting holes making
        it easier to fasten  the Marquee to the metal
        mounting brackets and  mounting plate.

5.    When securing the lower left side of the marquee
        to the metal  mounting plate, make sure not to 
                pinch the wires leading to the controller board 
        between the marquee and mounting plate.
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6.    Place the fully assembled Marquee on top of your
       Fish Bowl Frenzy cabinet.  Position it toward
       the front of the machine; make sure that the wire
       leads coming from the top of your Fish Bowl Frenzy
       cabinet reach the connectors on the Marquee.

7.    Secure the assembled Marquee using
       the (4) #6 x ½”        the (4) #6 x ½” Wood screws.  There are 4 holes
       through the metal mounting plate (2 positioned
       between the LED light strip and Plexi Marquee
       and 2 positioned behind the Plexi Marquee) .

8.    Connect the 2 wire lead from the Fish Bowl Frenzy
       main cabinet to the LED controller board.  
       Connect the 2 wire lead from the Fish Bowl Frenzy
              main cabinet to the LED light strip.
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